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Tour Name

Mt. Seorak Tour (5D & 4N)

No. of pax

2~3

4~7

8~10

Price
(p/person)

US$1,945

US$1,350

US$967

No. of pax

2~3

4~7

8~10

Price
(p/person)

US$1,984

US$1,388

US$1,006

Departure
Thu. ~ Fri.
Day
11~19
20~29+1
30up+1
US$884

US$780

US$707

Departure
Sat. ~ Wed.
Day
11~19
20~29+1
30up+1
US$922

US$820

US$747

2 persons share 1 room (except at temple) at the following hotels or similar:
Hotel

Price
Includes

Meal

Transfer

Remarks

►
►
►
►

Woljeongsa Temple for 1 night
Goseong: Del Pino Resort (4-star) for 1 night
Pyeongchang: Jeonggangwon Hanok(Traditional Korean House) for 1 night
Seoul: Hotel Manu (4-star) for 1 night

► Breakfast: Daily breakfast at hotel & temple
► Lunch: 1 time at temple & 2 times at local restaurant
► Dinner: 1 time at temple, 2 times at local restaurant & 1 time of Korean
table d’hote
Private bus

Guide

English-speaking

Others

Admission Fee, Toll/parking fees, Tips for driver

► Itinerary is subject to change under local circumstances
► Final payment must be received by HANJIN TRAVEL 14 days prior to tour departure date
Details

Meal

► Day 1 [SEOUL˧PYEONGCHANG]
Meet a guide at hotel lobby where you stay(10:00) – Drive to Pyeongchang
(about 3h) – Enjoy Temple Stay Program at Woljeongsa Temple

Itinerary

Time
14:00
16:00
16:30
17:20
18:10
18:20
21:00

Program
Registration & Orientation
Learn Temple Etiquette
Make 108 Prayer Boards
Temple Dinner
Watch the Sounding of the Dharma Instruments
Evening Buddhist Service
Go to Bed (Turn Off Lights)

L: Local
D: Temple

G

G
► Day 2 [PYEONGCHANG˧GANGNEUNG˧GOSEONG]
Time
Program
04:00
Wake Up and Wash
04:20
Morning Buddhist Service
06:30
Temple Breakfast
07:00
Take a Walk in Fir Tree Forest (on your own)
10:30
Tidy Up the Room & Write Reviews
11:20
Temple Lunch
After finishing Temple Stay Program, meet a guide(12:00) – Daegwallyeong
Sheep Farm – Leave Pyeongchag for Gangneung (about 1h) – Jeongdongjin
Beach & Sunrise Park – Drive to Goseong (about 2h) & Hotel C/In

Itinerary

B: Temple
L: Temple
D: Local

► Day 3 [GOSEONG˧PYEONGCHANG˧SOKCHO]G
Meet a guide at hotel lobby(09:00) – Leave Goseong for Sokcho (30 min) – Take
cable car for Mt. Seorak – Seorak National Park (Gwongeumseong Fortress) –
Daepohang Fish Market – Yeonggeumjeong Shore (Sokcho Lighthouse) –
Sokcho Lighthouse Observatory – Abai Village – Sokcho Market – Drive to
Pyeongchnag (about 2h) & Traditional Korean Hotel C/In(19:00)

B: Hotel
L: Local
D: Korean
Table
d’hote

► Day 4 [PYEONGCHANG˧GAPYEONG˧SEOUL]G
Meet a guide at hotel lobby(09:00) – Food Museum & Korean Clothes Experience
Museum – Making Bibimbab by your own – Leave Pyeongchang for Gapyeong
(about 2h) – Namiseom Island – Petite France – Drive to Seoul (about 1h) & Hotel
C/In(20:00)

B: Hotel
L: Local
D: Local

► Day 5 [SEOUL˧INCHEON]G
Move to Incheon Airport by Airport Limousine & Departure
(Airport Limousine ticket will be provided)

B: Hotel
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Temple Stay Program: Templestay is a unique cultural program which lets
you experience the life of Buddhist practitioners at traditional temples which
preserve the 1700 year old history of Korean Buddhism. You can realize the
Buddhist method of eating ecologically, called BaruGongyang (monastic formal
meal), which allows one to live in harmony with nature. Through the practice
of Dado (tea ceremony) you can find true stillness and tranquility in a cup of
tea. While walking along a peaceful forest path, you can listen to your inner
voice, and through the practice of 108 prostrations you can learn the technique of putting down your inner
desires and attachments.
൘Website: http://eng.templestay.com/reservation/temple_view.asp?cid=9&idx=17
Del Pino Resort (4-star): With a visage that transforms together with the
change of seasons, Delpino Golf and Resort offers a total of 1065 rooms,
banquet halls and additional facilities such as a golf course and water theme
park‘Aqua World’. Take in the sounds of nature while looking on in awe at
Ulsanbawi of Seorak Mountain.
൘Website: http://www.daemyungresort.com/web/dm_english/html/02delpino_english_sub_01_2.html
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Jeonggangwon, Traditional Korean House Hanok: Jeonggangwon was
established with the aim of doing research on the value and excellence of
Korea’s traditional food culture, distributing and publicizing the Korean
tradition food culture into the world. It is operated make it possible for visitors
to learn and experience the Korean traditional food culture, and
Jeonggangwon is the place where visitors can feel the beauty native to Korea
other than a simple touring site.
൘Website: http://www.jeonggangwon.com/index.do
Hotel Manu (3-star): Hotel MANU stands out as a spectacular presence
among a host of high-rise urban cityscapes with flat structure and reminds us
of a goblin’s magic club that fulfills every dream of ours. In terms of its unique
outer appearance, it safely deserves its title as the landmark of Seoul, but does
not ignore even the details. The two asymmetrically protruded windows in
every room offer a kaleidoscope of urban views according to the angles.
Guests can look even the blind spots that, being covered by the gray buildings,
otherwise could have been unseen. Hotel MANU tells the tourists a special story that will remain in their
memory.
► Website: http://www.hotelmanu.com/eng/main/#home/home
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Woljeongsa Temple: The temple Woljeongsa is located on the mountain
Odaesan, and is a mere two hours from Seoul. One route that visitors love to
take when they hike on the mountain is the path through the temple’s Fir Tree
forest. Especially if you hike the nine kilometer unpaved path from Woljeongsa
up to the temple Sangwonsa, you can really get a feeling for the area’s natural
surroundings.
Daegwallyeong Sheep Farm: The farm features more than 200 sheep! The
first thing that comes into view as you approach the farm are the herds of
white sheep roaming on the green plains. The sheep grazing season varies
depending on the weather, but it usually begins in early May and lasts until the
end of October. During this season the sheep are allowed to graze 24 hours. In
April, before the grazing season begins, the sheep are all shaved. However, it’s
difficult to touch the sheep, because they are instinctively afraid of people and
avoid close contact.
Mt. Seorak Cable Car Tour: The best way to see Seoraksan Mountain if you
only have a limited time, is by taking the Seorak Cable Car. However, it is so
popular that you sometimes have to wait in line for approximately 2 to 3 hours
during the peak seasons (summer vacation and fall foliage seasons) and during
the weekends, but during off-seasons, the cable car can be boarded without
having to wait in line. Riding up and down the cable car, visitors can view the
fascinating rock formations of the Gwongeumseong region as well as the
Sogongwon area, Jeohangnyeong, and Ulsanbawi Rock to the north. To the
northeast, downtown Sokcho and the East Sea comes into view.
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Gwongeumseong Fortress: Gwongeumseong Fortress is the site of a castle
ruins called Mt. Seoraksan, and it is also known as Mt. Onggeumsan Castle, or
Toto Castle. It is located on the steep Dol Mountain of Mt. Seoraksan
Sogongwon area. It is believed to have been built by the 23rd King of the
Goryeo Period (918~1392). It is also called Gwon-Kim Castle, as there is a
legend that two generals named Gwon and Kim, built the castle to avoid war.
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Jeongdongjin Beach: The nice, sandy beach stretches over 250m and has
three major swimming spots: in front of Jeongdongjin Railway Station, at
Moraeshigae Park, and at the Jeongdongjin Seawalls. The spots near the
railway station and at the park are more popular because they are spacious
and easy to reach, with Moraeshigae Park having the added bonus of
welcoming swimmers both day and night. Numerous rocks in front of
Jeongdongjin Railway Station are home to shellfish, mussels, sea urchins and
sea mustard.
Jeongdongjin Sunrise Park: Located in Gangneung, Gangwon-do,
Jeongdongjin is a picturesque area with a quaint, little railway station standing
alongside the sandy beach. Although long since a favorite spot among the
locals, the area gained widespread popularity after being chosen as the filming
location for the popular soap opera Moraeshigae (Hourglass) and has since
become a favorite haunt for drama lovers on the weekends.G
G
G
G
G
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Daepohang Fish Market: Daepohang Fish Market is a small traditional salted
fish market located in Sokcho. The market welcomes over 3,000 visitors during
the weekdays, and offers a variety of salted foods and marine products
including salted shrimps, salted octopus, salted yellow corvine intestines,
salted herring and salted crab. Raw shrimp is especially popular during the
Kimjang season (season when kimchi is prepared for the winter).
Yeonggeumjeong Shore (Sokcho Lighthouse): Yeonggeumjeong refers
to the area covering the shore by the Sokcho Lighthouse in Sokcho-si City. The
name Yeonggeumjeong comes from a notion that the sound of waves hitting
the rocks is comparable to the melody of geomungo (traditional stringed
instrument with 6 strings). At the end of the 50m-long bridge built over a rocky
peninsula is a pavilion offering a view of the East Sea.
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Sokcho Lighthouse Observatory: The Sockcho Lighthouse Observatory
provides fantastic views of the nearby Seoraksan Mountains, East Sea and
Sokcho area. The most breathtaking views are the ocean vistas. The white
lighthouse has a romantic atmosphere to it. Inside the lighthouse, binoculars
are available to view distant points of interest. This area is also famous for its
sunrises.
Abai Village: The village of Cheongho-dong is now the hometown to many
people of North Korean ancestry and is commonly referred to as ‘Abai village.’
The streets of Cheongho-dong are lined with small Korean houses reminding
many of Seoul in the 1970s. The simple nature of the town and quietness of
the sea make for a unique atmosphere in Cheongho-dong. This area became
extremely popular after the Korean drama ‘Gaeul Donghwa’ (Autumn in My
Heart) was filmed here.
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Namiseom Island: Namiseom Island was formed as a result of the
construction of the Cheongpyeong Dam. It is a half moon shaped (462,809້)
isle, and on it is the grave of General Nami, who led a great victory against the
rebels in the 13th year of the 7th king of the Joseon Dynasty, King Sejo (reign
1455 ~ 1468). Namiseom Island is 63 km away from Seoul in the direction of
Chuncheon, and is famous for its beautiful tree lined roads. The island is 30
minutes away from Chuncheon and an hour away from suburbs of Seoul. Since
it is not far from Seoul, many couples and families come to visit.
Petite France: From its outward appearance, it would appear to be a village
that belongs on the Mediterranean coast or in a pastoral area of the Piedmont
Alps. This is Petite France, a French cultural village set in the Korean
countryside! Petite France serves as both a French cultural village and a youth
training facility (Goseong Youth Training Center), and consists of 16
French-style buildings where visitors can lodge and experience French food,
clothing, and household culture.
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